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Foreword

In good times and bad, the toolkit for managing,
guarding and enhancing the reputation of any
law firm remains the same. And in the current
climate, with all the uncertainty it brings, the
need for timely, open and honest communication
has never been more important.
It’s often said that a crisis is the true test of an
organisation’s reputation. If that’s so, then the
criteria that determine how well an organisation
lives up to its reputation in a crisis are: how it
responds, how it communicates that response,
and whether or not that response aligns with its
values and culture.

To help you manage, guard and enhance the
reputation of your law firm, we have produced a
handy kit of reliable communications tools, ready
for you to use in the right way with the audiences
that matter.
The ebook you’ve downloaded, Reputation
Management in the Legal Sector, is our
guide to you on how you should use your
communications toolkit in practice.

Gus Sellitto
Managing Director
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Introduction

Why Reputation
Should Be Top of Law
Firm Strategy
There are several tools that law firms can use to manage,
guard and enhance their reputations. Here are the six most
effective.
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We live in uncertain times and, in addi-

tion to the pandemic, law firms face their own
challenges in a market that continues to evolve.
New entrants to the market, Alternative Service
Providers, the march of the Big Four, the impact
of technology and the challenges of adapting the
Partnership model to the needs and wants of the
next generation, all highlight how important it is
for law firms to enjoy a strong profile.
Such a profile is formed by the classic business
ingredients: having a solid and growing business,
made up of the best people and clients and supported by a robust culture and brand. For me, the
glue that holds all these elements together is reputation – how you are perceived by the audiences
that matter most. The right reputation allows law
firms to flourish in good times and be more adaptable to market changes and increased competition. It also allows firms to weather storms more
effectively – particularly when faced with a crisis.
6

There are several tools that law firms can use to
manage, guard and enhance their reputations.
Over the next 12 months, law firms should be
particularly conscious of doing the following:
1. Build and maintain a strong media
profile
Traditional forms of media – such as national
newspapers – still have a big influence on how
the public forms its opinions. For example, the
Financial Times – which reaches key boardroom
audiences – has 714,000 digital subscribers as
well as a print readership of over 175,000. Being
quoted in such a publication as an expert is an
exceptional way to establish and enhance your
reputation among important decision-makers.
Meet journalists and maintain sound relationships across the media and you’ll ensure your
firm’s reputation remains healthy.
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2. Create value with content and digital
New digital tools provide law firms ways they
can easily connect with, and pre-empt the needs
of, their clients. Online self-publishing platforms
and social media provide vital channels for cementing a firm’s legal expertise and creating trust,
and they work in tandem with more traditional
media, too. For instance, use social media to
share a recent commentary in a national newspaper or trade publication and you’ll amplify the
utility and reach of the original article – in doing
so, opening up the opportunity to strengthen
relationships with followers and for followers to
share work across their network.
3. Dedicate time to creating valuable
thought leadership
Thought leadership – for example, large-scale
research projects or reports – is an investment
through which legal expertise can be demonstrated. For example, if your law firm specialises in
mining disputes, commission a report on mitigating financial risk in mining disputes and your
firm will stand out as a clear leader in that space.
Creating informative, relevant thought leadership
that anticipates clients’ concerns and predicts
upcoming trends shows you care.
4. Adapt with the times
As societal norms change over time, so too does
the culture of businesses. All firms have a responsibility to adhere to the required behaviour of the
day, but law firms face a pronounced risk in failing to do so by way of the nature of the work they
do. For example, if your firm is providing support
for breaches of the Equality Act, does it also have

robust LGBT policies? A strong reputation must
have a foundation in authenticity; firms must live
and breathe the values they stand by.
5. Develop an internal communications strategy
In the wake of the wider changes in the world of
work, internal communications are an increasingly important means through which reputation
can be elevated. For example, having clear agendas on internal policies like agile working and
mental health can empower and focus employees
to thrive. Facilitating a space in which ongoing,
open discussion leads to policies that work for
your talent will mean better employee engagement and wellbeing, in turn improving your
firm’s output and internal reputation.
6. Prepare crisis management communications
It is often said that a crisis is the real test of any
organisation’s reputation. As part of any sensible
contingency planning they carry out, law firms
should also be devising communications strategies around seen and unforeseen crises that may
impact their business. Thoughtful crisis communications, put to the test regularly, is not just a
defence mechanism; it is also a tool your firm can
use to preserve and, in some cases, even enhance
its reputation.
In a saturated market, law firms can use reputation as a means of differentiation from competitors. When incorporated in the right way,
reputation can be a powerful instrument of brand
strategy for law firms in their approach to the
challenges of the months ahead.
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How Law Firms Can
Use Media Relations
to Raise Their Profiles
With differentiation being as hard as it is in today’s legal
market, this is how law firms can get media relations right
and raise their profiles.
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Media relations is an effective and accepted

tool for raising law firms’ profiles and protecting their reputations. And as digital journalism
continues to change the ways in which news is
assembled and the speed with which stories are
written and released increases, law firms must
approach media relations with solid and refined
strategies.
Third-party endorsement, for example, in the
form of column inches in key national newspaper titles, is a powerful way of etching the very
calibre of your firm’s brand into the psyches of
those to whom it should matter most. While
advertising in top-tier newspapers can cost well
over £50,000, the only monetary cost in gaining earned media coverage is the PR resource
you employ, whether that be in-house or on the
agency side.

Of course, there are associated risks of engaging in media relations, too. Taking a scatter gun
approach to media relations can mean your firm
doesn’t hit its target audiences, with little return
on your investment as a result. There is also the
risk of being mis-quoted in a journalist written
piece, although forging strong relationships with
key target media helps to mitigate against this.
With differentiation being as hard as it is in today’s legal market, how can law firms make sure
that they get it right in their approach to media
relations?
Don’t buy into the myth that journalism is dying
The age of digital has shaken the media industry
to its foundations. But by revisiting those foundations, some publications and organisations
have been able to totally reinvent their business
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models. In April this year, the Financial Times
reached one million paying readers. The market
for print may have dwindled, but online media
has revolutionised the way media organisations
are structured.
And bigger audiences really do mean better
opportunities for law firms. As competition in
the media industry becomes fiercer, and larger,
more reputable publications gain a greater shares
of eyes on screens, getting commissioned or
comments in national papers now often means
putting your brand name in front of audiences
that are larger than ever. In straightforward terms
it means more people among your target audiences, at global, national or regional levels, seeing
your firm’s name and messages. The opportunity
to raise your firm’s profile via media relations has
perhaps never been so integral to the business
development objectives and shaping the perception of your firm’s expertise among readers who
really matter.
Keep the practical changes to the
profession of journalism front of mind,
and use them to your advantage
The ways in which journalists put together stories
are changing. Just as digital has revolutionised
many facets of the way information is spread,
the very process of journalism has been fundamentally altered. Today’s journalists are trained
to scour social media for stories and be as resourceful as possible in putting together stories.
Make no mistake, the thing that matters most to
a journalist is the strength of a story. Social media
makes journalism vastly more efficient.
But it goes further than that. Digital has changed
distribution, too. An article is distributed to an
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audience of potentially millions at the click of a
button. Online has changed the rate at which stories age; in the digital era, stories age faster. Journalists, reduced in number, have had to adjust to
the new speed of modern reporting, putting them
under increasing amounts of pressure.
In essence, this means that when it comes to
media relations, you have less time to make your
point to journalists potentially interested in how
you can help them craft the stories they work on.
Don’t make journalists do the work when using
the media relations process as a mechanism for
raising or protecting your firm’s reputation: the
further you can go into bottling up and promoting your commentary to them in a compelling
way, the more likely they are to see it as something that can be published.
Seize opportunities to meet journalists
when they arise
Journalist meetings may seem like they’d be fruitless if they don’t result in a story. But they’re one
of the most valuable time investments you can
make for your media relations process. Meetings
save a journalist the time-intensive task of conducting their own research for a new story somewhere down the line. If you have a wide-ranging
conversation with a journalist, in which you show
them exactly what expertise you can offer them,
you’ll plant the seed for future stories; they’ll
be more likely to get back to you than they will
search for an expert themselves.
Keep in mind the changes that are
taking place in the media industry
Just as competition in the media industry gets
tougher, it’s also getting harder to secure oppor-
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tunities to be quoted. With the number of magazines, publications and press outlets downsizing,
the amount of actual material being published by
key reputable media organisations is limited by
the time and resources of staff.
This doesn’t mean there are fewer readers out
there. The only important metric of success for
the process of media relations is this: are your
firm’s key messages being reached by your key audiences through a publication whose reputation
they hold in high esteem? Ask yourself this with
every potential opportunity to provide comment
or commentary you gain.

But compared with other types of businesses,
the legal profession is unique in that it touches
on every sector of our personal and professional
lives; law firms are essentially made up of experts
who are well placed to comment on all kinds of
emerging phenomena.

And do revisit the different avenues through
which this metric can be achieved. For instance,
many different types of publication are effective
for different purposes. Legal media is often tarnished with the misperception of being a vehicle
of ego inflation, but in fact it helps with a firm’s
internal moral; reaching in-house counsel and
potential lateral hires, and firms getting referred
work from others. Business media puts firms’
names in front of potential commercial clients.
National media helps firms reach a broad cross
section of wider society – including target business and private client audiences. Regional press
is very important for fostering local relationships.
And with the rise of online content curation (for
example, via Google News) and viral news, it’s
becoming increasingly important to think of the
best media avenues through which to reach your
target audiences.
__
For law firms, as well as all types of businesses,
media relations remains one among a number of
tools for building and protecting your reputation.
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Content and Digital
Marketing for Law
Firms
How to gain a commercial advantage through your online
presence.
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In the digital age, law firms are doubling down

on more content-led marketing strategies. And
there is no shortage of ways in which law firms
can use this new cornucopia of opportunities to
support their wider business development objectives.
Content should not be produced for the sake of it.
As more law firms’ communications departments
embrace digital and content to gain an advantage
over their competitors, the legal marketplace online is becoming a crowded environment, and law
firms need to create a clear strategy to rise above
the noise. Content and digital marketing offer
an incredibly efficient means of informing and
educating your prospects, all the while building a
relationship with them. Create evergreen content
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that continues to engage your audiences and you
have just as effective a way of consolidating your
reputation as through a strong media profile.
New opportunities often spell widespread change.
The cultural habits of younger, savvier generations mean there’ll be an ever-increasing number
of eyes on screens among crucial decision makers
in years to come. The growth of digital and content does not just signify an opportunity too good
to be missed, but also a wider trend requiring a
real, long-term strategy.
Here are some proven methods for law firms to
grow their profiles via digital and content marketing.
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Engage your prospective clients by
creating content that works backwards from your clients’ pain points
Part of what makes the legal online marketplace
seem so noisy is that a great deal of online content is not all that interesting. But learning the
tricks of persuasion can help your content truly
stand out.
Most potential clients will go to your website
before they decide whether to instruct your firm.
If you create content that makes your prospective
clients feel you understand them, you’ll be far
more likely to earn their engagement. For example, clients expect lawyers to be able to advise
them but if you can demonstrate through the
content you produce that you really know the
industry and sector in which your client operates,
then you are creating an ‘engagement advantage’
over competitors who simply focus on the law.
Tailor a full suite of blog posts around those
enacting the buying decision and their problems
(and your content) will be far more valuable to
them. Law firms are particularly well disposed to
creating such valuable content for their potential
buyers.
Cement your firm’s status and stay
highly ranked in Google
SEO-friendly, regular and relevant content helps
your firm stay at the top of Google rankings.
When a new potential client searches the legal
service they require, it’s only natural that the order in which firms appear in the result will influence the way your firm is perceived. Tailor your

website around the key word searches of potential
clients in their preliminary research stages and
they’ll be more likely to hold you in high regard
when making their final decision.
But make sure your content is written for humans, not search engines. Big tech companies
like Google constantly update their algorithms
according to relevant content. If your content
isn’t accurate or just isn’t good, people won’t read
through, and your Google ranking will be negatively impacted.
Having an SEO strategy so that you rank highly
in search results will harden your reputation.
Use analytics to measure engagement
If you owned a shop and all your visitors were
plainly not interested in the products you were
selling, you’d know something must change.
Much the same principle applies to your website,
the content of which must be engaging to your
visitors.
It must also be interesting to the right people
and for the right reasons; it must ultimately lay
the seeds for a future instruction, or to attract
the right talent to your firm by describing what
makes you stand out. Analytics tools, the plethora
that there are available online, help you measure
your web traffic in intelligent ways. Going beyond
vanity metrics, like number of views, analytics
tools help you see who is viewing your website
and how far through your content they’re clicking
(or tapping).
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If you know who’s interested in your services and
why, you know if your key messages are hammering home. And if content for particular practice
areas is not performing well, then you know you
need to improve that content.
Use social media to build relationships
and help people understand you
Social media in a business context is ultimately about presence and building both active and
passive relationships. Ultimately, having a Twitter
and a LinkedIn account for your firm helps you
humanise your brand and stay visible. It’s also a
key method of distributing your content and generating leads. For instance, posting links to your
blog posts on social media will raise awareness of
that blog post and encourage visitors to explore
the rest of your website (and hence further understand your firm).

enabling you to create and distribute interesting
audio content your prospects can listen to at a
time convenient for them – for example, when
commuting.
___
What does this all mean? When it comes to
raising your profile, content is becoming an
increasingly effective avenue through which to do
so. This is particularly true for law firms who are
essentially selling their expertise. But, crucially,
there are no shortcuts to leveraging digital and
content – each in their own way must be meticulously worked out as part of a wider marketing,
business development and PR strategy. And here
lay a plethora of opportunities for law firms to
rise above the noise.

Different social media channels have different
functions, too, and law firms are increasingly
looking to the likes of Instagram to build presences among younger demographics as a means
to assist the recruitment of top talent.
Make use of video and other media
With all this talk of cutting through the noise,
law firms are beginning to use video. According
to Google, 80% of people switch between online
search and video when researching purchases online. Here there are real opportunities to leverage
attention online.
Other new media also offer efficient ways of
expanding your profile through an online presence. For instance, podcasts are an effective tool
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How to Make Thought
Leadership Worth
Your Partners’ Time
Many top law firms are creating thought leadership
projects to differentiate themselves from their
competitors. In a crowded market, here’s how you can
make sure yours stands out.
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Many top UK law firms are using thought

leadership to differentiate themselves from their
competitors. But in a crowded market, how can
you make sure your content stands out?
The complexity of orchestrating a thought leadership project within the confines of a busy, everyday workplace presents enough of a challenge as
it is. Add to that the concerns lawyers might have
with making the seemingly bold statement that
they are the bona fide experts on a particular area
of the law. Then wade through in the long, frustrating process of gaining buy-in from key stakeholders on an agreeable topic. And the inevitable
worries that it will be a while before you see a
return on investment.
At no stage while creating a thought leadership
project is it a bad idea to revisit the fundamentals.
Why bother with thought leadership? The goal
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should be to create a point of engagement with
your target clients: it should support your business development objectives by making a meaningful contribution to how your firm’s clients
understand their industries and sectors. If your
resulting report, landing page, or documentary
does not do this, it’s not worth your partners’ or
your team’s time.
So, here are some extra tips for how to make sure
yours is a compelling thought leadership project.
Remember: the subject is your client,
not your client’s issue
Just as you would with content marketing, start
with your client’s concerns, but don’t end with
them. Work out your idea around your clients’
most pressing issues, and then make the report
about how they navigate them.
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Because, a deep-dive endeavour though it is,
thought leadership ultimately falls under the banner of content marketing. It’s content that drives
relationships with clients. With thought leadership, if you want your client to feel as though you
are telling them something truly compelling, you
have to help them see themselves in the mix.
But be careful. There’s a risk involved in creating
thought leadership: if your clients and potential
clients simply don’t find it interesting or useful
– in other words, they don’t feel like you understand them – they’re less likely to read or engage
with your work in the future.
Take an editorial approach to the process
Deciding what the hook of the thought leadership project will be requires discussion. The more
people you can gather to brainstorm the idea, the
better. In an ideal world you’d get as many people
from your firm involved as possible.
The essential challenge will be getting people to
commit to something that they’ll see as a lower
priority than urgent client work. But the more
people you have involved in the editorial process,
the stronger your starting point will be.
Test the waters
As early as you can, ask a sample selection of
your clients if they’d be interested in such a report
before you create it. They might come back to you
with a response you didn’t expect which could
mean you need to alter your focus in the project.
For example, your auditor client might not be
interested in the legal implications of using

blockchain to create immutable logs of the past
because they already have an efficient digital data
capture method that works just fine. To feed into
the development of the overall project, the sooner
you have these conversations the better.
Allow the plan to change after research
The best ideas are developed over time – not
thought up on the spot. Depending on the industry you plan to target with your report, you may
have a fast-moving target. In which case you’ll
need to keep your ears to the ground and turn
your report around faster. But even if the industry you are targeting does move slowly, there’s a
chance you could come across something that
means you have to change your focus.
Every piece of material you gather and every
person you speak to in the process of managing
the project should have the potential to give you
information that could change the course or
hypothesis of the project entirely. If that’s not the
case, you’re gathering the wrong material and
speaking to the wrong people.
Obviously, you don’t have time to slow-cook an
idea and go back and forth between partners
while keeping everyone on the same page. But
gathering as many ingredients as you can as you
assemble your project will make it richer.
Invest in good design
Lawyers are readers, and likely won’t challenge
you if your thought leadership proposal comes
across as wordy. But don’t underestimate the
power of good design. High production value signals high content value. Investing in having your
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content reimagined by a visual thinker can really
add to the overall impression it makes on those
who pick it up and extend its long-term utility.
Get your lawyers to bring up the report
in the meeting room with clients
Part of making sure your thought leadership project is truly great work for your firm comes down
to internal comms. Make sure everyone in your
firm knows about the report and can quote statistics or key takeaways in meetings with clients
where relevant. This will maximise the return on
investment of the project and, crucially, keep the
conversation going offline.
___
If marketing teams make use of these tips, they’ll
do the one thing that really matters to business
development: building better relationships with
clients.
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How to Make Your Law
Firm’s Culture a Driver
of its Reputation
Ultimately, there are no shortcuts to developing a strong
culture – just as there are no shortcuts to developing a strong
reputation.
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C

ulture is an amorphous concept about your
people and your values, and about how you’re
perceived and how you want to be perceived. At
the heart of all of these lies strong communications. Without communications, you can’t develop your firm’s culture. And without culture, your
firm’s reputation will be held back.
It is often said that the bigger a firm is, the more
important internal communications is. I don’t
agree. I think that, regardless of the size of your
firm, internal comms is important. Essentially,
firms with good internal comms are firms with
cultures all their staff buy into. It’s the bedrock of
your firm’s reputation.
As is well known in the circles of modern, global
business, movements in wider culture and changes in working cultures mean that organisations
need to adapt if they want to make the most of
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their employees and keep top talent. Particularly
so if they want to impress younger generations
who, with the digital age as their mother tongue,
demand new and different ways of working.
But ultimately, there are no shortcuts to developing a strong culture – just as there are no shortcuts to developing a strong reputation. So, here
are my tips for making your firm’s culture a driver
of its reputation.
Say what you mean and mean what
you say
This includes everything from putting employees
first by listening and acting on their concerns to
making good on your commitment to standards
you set as part of your firm’s brand.
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It’s vital for your employees to have avenues
through which they can express their concerns.
These concerns need to be addressed fairly and
responded to proportionately so that employees
feel they are being heard. In this, employees need
to be made aware of the range of internal policies
so that they feel they have the agency to trigger
the relevant mechanism when necessary.

Know your values

Put brand ambassadors at the heart
of your internal comms

But to take it further, another simple way to guide
culture through internal comms is to agree with
stakeholders across your firm a set of adjectives
that describe its values, and then to champion
stories of your employees who display those values in their day-to-day work. Key to this will be
ensuring those stakeholders are representative of
the different levels and functions of work inside
your firm so that your agreed values resonate in a
meaningful way.

Brand ambassadors should be the focus of your
internal comms strategy. By this, I don’t mean
hiring a sole-purpose brand ambassador. Rather,
your best brand ambassadors are always your
people. And brand ambassador strategy done well
means a healthy internal culture and an arsenal of
staff telling others what your firm’s brand is about
in a way that’s authentic.

If your firm promotes ethical, environmental or
social values, then these values should be lived
and breathed right through the organisation, determining everything from the kinds of projects
your lawyers work on to the containers your cafe
serves coffee in.

Be human with your staff (especially
in times of crisis)

Use social media
Social media helps bridge the gap between internal and external comms. Encouraging your firm’s
culture through social media is another way to
empower through shared celebration. Similar to
the way influencer marketing works, this can help
build positive momentum by humanising your
brand through its people.
Essentially, social media can amplify your brand
ambassador strategy. For instance, creating content that your employees want to share on social
media can help spread the key messages of your
firm.

Too often, the first question firms ask in a crisis is
“How is the media going to react?” when instead
they should first be asking “How are our people
going to react?”.
This has an obvious application to crises. For example: just had a bad round of financial reports?
Tell your staff first and give them plenty of time
to digest and reflect on the news before it goes to
the media.
In some cases, crises can lead to positive change.
Several law firms have experienced crises off the
back of the #MeToo Movement. And when such
crises do arise, they prompt firms to question the
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extent to which internal culture played a role in
allowing unacceptable behaviour to take place.
Should they experience one, law firms should
treat a crisis as an opportunity to revisit and reshape their cultures.
Use tools to integrate multi-jurisdictional firms
Law firms are big organisations, and with
cross-jurisdictional mergers and the increasingly
global nature of doing business, employees could
spend a great deal of time working with people
they may never meet in person.
Software tools, tailored to working on projects,
are making it easier to work across time-zones
and remotely. Getting your firm onto an internal
social media system can really help drive employee advocacy and champion the work being done
across borders, practice areas and time zones. But
if you’re communicating across jurisdictions, do
be mindful that you account for local cultures so
that all offices feel they are represented by and
included in your firm’s overall culture.
___
Culture is made up of a number of different factors that ultimately determine your reputation. A
strong reputation relies upon good internal communications. By dedicating time and resources to
internal communications, law firms can rise up
the ranks and make a real long-term difference
to the way they see themselves and are seen by
others.
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